DEATH IS LIKE A BOX OF CHOCOLATES AARONS, Kathy Best friend Michelle Serrano and Erica Russell are celebrating the sweet rewards of their combined bookstore and chocolate shop by hosting the Great Fudge Cook-off during the town’s Mystery Festival. Between bites of chocolate and beans, the tireless#from 24x957 to 814x1160...Lee Child

THE WOLFE WIDOW DETECTIVE CLUB MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $18.95

THE DARLING DAHLIAS AND THE TEXAS STAR MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $19.95

BELLIE, Jesse Mystery PBK $18.95

SAVE YOURSELF BRAPET, Kim When Patrick Cosnam’s alcoholic father kills a child in his and two men. But Patrick is faced with a terrible choice: turn his father in—destroying what’s left of his family—or keep up the con game. Next day. “You’ll find yourselves blackmailed, shaken, nerved” – Megan Abelton

Suspense PBK $19.99

BLACK CAT BOOKSHOP 04: LITERALLY MURDER BRANDON, Al MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $18.95

CINNAMON AND GUNPOWDER BROWN, Pat A “gripping adventure, a seductive romance, and a twist on the tale of Sherlock Holmes – with the best food ever served aboard a pirate’s ship.” The year is 1819, and the renouned chef Owen Wedgwood has been kidnapped by the ruthless pirate Mad Hannah Mattson.”

Historical fiction PBK $19.99

THE LITTER OF THE LAW BROWN, Eric Miz MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $19.95

ONE KICK CANNAH, Max & PLUNKER, Thistle Mystery PBK $29.99

FAT CAT AT LARGE CAROL, Jennifer The jig is up for Charlie’s adorable plus-size cat, Quincy. His new vet says “Get! From now on he gets low-calorie kibble only. But one taste of the stuff and it all takes him down in search of better things. Quincy’s escape to the last thing Charlie needs after the nasty run-ins he has with unhelpful supermarket rat Gabe Naughty. Chase trucks Quincy down in a neighbor’s kitchen, where he discovers a macabre, innocent of the much more serious crime he’s been stumbled upon. Gabe’s corpse is lying on the kitchen floor, and when Chase is discovered at the murder scene, he becomes suspect number one. A series debut.

Mystery PBK $18.95

NIKKI HEAT, RAGING HEAT CATTLEY, Richard Thriller HC $40.95

PERSONAL Child, Las

Jack Reader TP $32.99

KILLER CUSTER COLE, Paul MYSTERY MFR PBK $19.95

HERCULE POIROT AND THE GREENSHORE MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $18.95

AGATHA CHRISTIE’S THE MONROE MURDERS HANNAH, Sophie Authorised by the Christie Estate, this is the new Hercule Poirot mystery. Hercule Poirot’s grip on a London coffee house is interrupted when a young woman confides to him that she is about to be murdered. She is intelligent, but poor Henry’s not tied to find and punish her killer. Once she’s dead, she insists, justice will have been done. Later that night, Poirot finds that these guests at the fashionable Blackpool Hotel have been murdered, a calligrapher exchanged each month. While Poirot struggles to put together the bizarre pieces of the puzzle, the murderer prepares another hatred病房 for a final victim—Requested!

Mystery TP $29.99

SIX AGAINST THE YARD DETECTION CLUE MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $14.99

THIN AIR CLEEVE, Ana A group of old university friends are on holiday in Utah, Sheikh Almoutt’s mysterious island to celebrate the wedding of one of their friends to a Sheikh. But late on the night of the wedding party one of them, Elaine, disappears—apparently into thin air. At mid-sommer, a time of light and power, the next day. The next day. Elaine’s brother finally agrees to receive a call from her, and she is later found alive. As Detectives Jimmy and Lara Rozas investigate, they, too, begin to fear that there is more to the story than meets the eye.

Mystery TP $29.99

MILKY BOLTAR & 89; FOUND CORON, Luke Mystery TP $29.99

TO FUDGE OR NOT TO FUDGE COO, Nancy Thriller PBK $19.95

THE FEW DALBUNIO, Nutia Detective Lance Scarnace, the son of a former leading Mafia, has turned his back on the family business, and has joined the Rome police force. He may be the only honest man in Italy. But when Scarnace is banded a file of extremely compromising photographs of a high-profile Italian politician, and told to deal with it, he finds himself in his new job.

Mystery TP $29.99


MASARYK STATION DOWNING, David Murder squad. But to get it solved, he will have to work with Detective Antonine Comay - tough, prickly, an outsider, everybody else’s worst enemy.

Mystery TP $29.99

THE WITNESS SIEGE FRANK, Rosalie & HENDERSON, Reid MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $18.95

ITALIAN KITCHEN 02: THE WEDDING SOUP MURDER GIBBON, Renea MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $19.95

COOKBOOK NOOK 05: STIRRING THE POT HENSHAW, Mark MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $18.95

W IS FOR WASTED CRUMPET, Si MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $19.95

DCT KATE DANIELS 04: MONUMENT TO MURDER HANNAH, Mari MYSTERY MURDER Mystery PBK $19.95

THE SNOW KIMONO HENRIQUE, Mark Paris. 1899. Recently retired Inspector of Police Auguste Jovet receives a letter from a woman who claims to be his daughter. Two days later, a strange comes knocking on his door. “. . . Set in Paris and Japan, The Snow Kimono tells the story of Inspector Jovet, former Professor of Life and Death, and his one-time friend the writer Kamata Kaba. All three men had to lie to themselves, and to each other. And these lies are about to catch up with them.

Mystery TP $29.99

STRANGE SHORES INDRIDASON, Annalisa A young woman with the stormy dreams of Iceland, never to be seen again. But Marianne lives in her own fairytale existence of the sea, where everyone is in the same boat. A novel to be published in 2021.

Mystery TP $19.95

RYEVYASKI NIGHTS INSERDAV, Anna

Estrid works nights. He’s a young officer in Traffic, not yet a detective. But Ryevyaska’s nights are full of car crashes, drunken drivers, rebukes, drinkers and fighters. Sometimes an unexplained death. A young Russian Estrid knows a strange, brown-eyed woman. But very little. And when a young woman who is out from her home one night, turns to her friend. She is not an investigation, but his instincs tell him that she’s far from harmless. Incredibly, he is drawn into the blackness of the city’s underworld, where everyone is in the dark for fear of a man. A novel to be published in 2021.

Mystery TP $19.95

MAMMOTH BOOK OF BEST BRITISH CRIME 11 IAGGA, Simon & MASON, Edward MYSTERY MURDER Mystery anthology PBK $14.95
ASH FOR ASHES

JARDINE, Quentin

Mystery

The Seventh". It is a tale of dark deeds and guilty pleasures, of fictional detectives who still enthral us today. A Very British national obsession. It is a tale of dark deeds and guilty pleasures, of fictional detectives who still enthral us today. A Very British

Mystery $18.95

Skelton's</span>.

SKELETON TAKES A BOW

Mystery TP $29.99

MEYER, Deon
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THE DEAD GROUND

MCGOWAN, Claire

Fiction

When Fumihiro Kuki is eleven years old, his elderly, enigmatic grandmother tells him that he is a reincarnation of Christ. She tells him that he will beget one last child to dedicate to causing misery in a nation that has forgotten God. But Kuki begins to doubt his grandmother's words. As he grows older, he becomes increasingly isolated from others. Finally, he realizes, as her obsidian gazing ball seems to be telling him, that she is a medium, and that she is able to see the future. <br><br>Kuki's return to Japan is marked by a series of mysterious events. First, a group of young men break into his house and steal a set of ancient artifacts. Then, Kuki receives a letter from his grandmother, telling him that he must go to Europe to find his father. Kuki sets out on a journey to Europe, where he meets a group of other reincarnations of Christ, each of whom is searching for his or her own father. Together, they travel through Europe, encountering a variety of strange and dangerous situations. But Kuki's ultimate goal is to find his father, and he knows that he must face many challenges in order to do so. <br><br>Kuki's journey is a之旅 through time and space, as he tries to uncover the mysteries of his past and future. Will he be able to find his father, and will he be able to use his power to change the world? Only time will tell. <br>

A DARKNESS DESCENDING

Kamen, Brian

Mystery

When he arrives in Munich, a strange and menacing figure appears before him. It is a woman, and she tells him that she is the reincarnation of a woman who died in the Holocaust. She tells him that she is here to help him, and that she will guide him to his father. Kuki is skeptical at first, but he begins to believe her words. They travel together, encountering a variety of strange and dangerous situations. But Kuki's ultimate goal is to find his father, and he knows that he must face many challenges in order to do so. <br><br>Kuki's journey is a之旅 through time and space, as he tries to uncover the mysteries of his past and future. Will he be able to find his father, and will he be able to use his power to change the world? Only time will tell. 

BRANDMAN, Michael

ACTS OF OMISION

MURPHY, G.E.

Noir TP $27.99

One of them is a murderer, and the other is a victim. But who is the victim, and who is the murderer? The only way to find out is to follow the clues. And the only person who can do that is Fumihiro Kuki, the reincarnation of Christ.

The Naked Man

Fumihiro Kuki is a young man who has just returned from a trip to Europe. He is a student at a prestigious university in Tokyo, and he is well-liked by his classmates. But Kuki is different from the other students in his class. He is a reincarnation of Christ, and he is on a mission to find his father. 

When Kuki's father is killed, Kuki is devastated. He decides to find his father, and he sets out on a journey through Europe. He meets a group of other reincarnations of Christ, each of whom is searching for his or her own father. Together, they travel through Europe, encountering a variety of strange and dangerous situations. But Kuki's ultimate goal is to find his father, and he knows that he must face many challenges in order to do so. <br><br>Kuki's journey is a之旅 through time and space, as he tries to uncover the mysteries of his past and future. Will he be able to find his father, and will he be able to use his power to change the world? Only time will tell. 

KING, Laurie R.

AS SERIOUS AS DEATH

JOHNSON, Don

Mystery

The streets run with blood as thousands lose their heads to the guillotine. Edward Stark, working in London as agent for a wealthy American man, is asked to help him find his son, who has recently been kidnapped. Edward is sent to Paris, where he is introduced to the beautiful and mysterious Grace. But Grace is not what she seems, and Edward soon finds himself in danger. 

BONES OF BESANCON

Morgan, Claire

Mystery

Author set in and around Paddington, Newfarm, Indooroopilly and Toowong, etc.

BONES OF KOSOVO

Maugham, W. Somerset

Mystery

Author set in and around Paddington, Newfarm, Indooroopilly and Toowong, etc.
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